Present: Daniel Rodrigues (Chair) Ron Speranzini (Vice Chair) Mac Sparrow Brad Rich Clr. Chad Collins Vicki Lockhart (Recorder)


Regrets: Clr. Jackson Jim Shaw Martin Schulenburg Kelly Barnett John Hawker George Zolis Robin McKee Phil Homerski (Staff Liaison)

1. Declaration of Interest

2. Minutes of Previous meeting

2.1. Business Arising

Nothing to report

2.2. Approval

That the February 19, 2009 minutes for the Clean City Liaison Committee be accepted as written

COLLINS/SPARROW CARRIED

3. Clean Up Hamilton!

3.1 - Clean Up Hamilton event will take place from April 20-25, 2009. Citizens may register via 905-546-CITY or the City of Hamilton’s website www.hamilton.ca/clean&green.

Complete marketing materials may not be ready for the week of Clean Up Hamilton week. However, a brochure and signage will be prepared for the event.

Similar to Pitch-In Week, residents will be issued orange garbage bags with the Keep Hamilton Clean & Green logo on it, as well as clear recycling bags and gloves. Residents must register to obtain such supplies. Once registered, residents may pick up their supplies at any of the Municipal Service Centres, 330 Wentworth St N – Operations
Centre, Valley Park Recreation Centre, Dalewood Recreation Centre and Sackville Hill
Senior Centre.

3.2 – It was asked that members of the CCLC and possibly supporting City Staff
members be on-hand Thursday April 23rd and Saturday April 25th to attend as many
schools and organization ‘clean-up’ events and thank the volunteers for their efforts, and
to present each school and group a certificate of thanks signed by the CCLC Chair and
the Mayor of Hamilton.

3.3. – In order to streamline the distribution of supplies to the schools, it was accepted
that elementary schools will receive a set number of 100 ‘clean-up’ bags, 100 clear bags
for recycling, and 50 pairs of gloves. Secondary schools will receive 200 of each type of
bag and 100 pairs of gloves.

3.4 - A proposed launch on Monday April 21, 2009 for Clean Up Hamilton. R. Speranzini
to email all CCLC members, including Councilors, to list three areas of greatest concern
that could be used as a media launch location from the list of a possible 27 locations.
The top three locations will be highlighted for the launch on the 21st.

3.5 - The CCLC approved the purchase of 30 coroplast signs at a cost of $20/sign to be
utilized during all clean-up events. Moved by Sparrow. Seconded by Collins. Carried.

4. Other Business

4.1- A. Moroz and D. Rodrigues will be attending March 23, 2009 Rotary Club of
Waterdown general meeting. Both will present information pertaining to the Keep
America Beautiful/ Hamilton’s affiliation and the mandate and projects of the Clean City
Liaison Committee.

4.2 - D Rodrigues indicated that correspondence was received by M. Schulenburg of
HPS of a possible ‘graffiti block paint’ that was available to be used, which will allow for
graffiti to be removed with water if tagged. D. Rodrigues is investigating where this paint
is available and will report to the CCLC accordingly.

4.3 – The Barton Village Business Improvement Association is forwarding a report to
Kelly Barnet with regards to take ownership of graffiti removal within the boundaries of
the BIA and one house in. Report to be forwarded to committee members once received.

5. Adjournment

6. Next Meeting: Thursday, April 16, 2009 at 11:45am. City of Hamilton Operations
Centre 330 Wentworth St N, 2nd floor back meeting room